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with mortar; & after doing all measures <to 1/10 inch>, I cut away the 
rubbish over them & planned them, thus []
I measured them as nearly as the
state of the stone would allow, very rough
top edges, all dabbed over with mortar
1 to 4 or 5 ins wide. The mortar is lime, crystals of
selenite, burnt selenite ? (plaster of Paris) & crushed
burnt clay or brick, as usual rough internal ∆ mortar.
Then I recovered the three stones slightly.
<The sides of the socket are plainly & obviously curved; though C.P.S. 
says nought of it.>
Mr Chester reappeared just going away, & I w/<r>an up & shewed
him the casing stones in situ, which he had not seen: he recommended
me to measure them as quickly as possible; but quite concurred
with me when I suggested that it was best not to dig about
them till after Prince Rudolph has been <(expected in a few
days)>, as Brugsch will
probably come with him, & might enquire, & hear that I had dug 
there; so as soon as he has been I had best do it, before he has time
to get official order to re-cover them, as he likely will
if he sees them at all. Then went & examined ENE
Azimuth Trench. C.P.S. does not notice that there is a vast
sloping plane dressed out in it, visible at both ends for abt ¼
or ⅓ of its length, forming his “1st step” of E end. This plane has been
carefully made, with <several> stones inserted with rough mortar in 
faulty
parts of the rock; & it all looks like internal or backing work. My
impression is that it is all merely the rock backing left, & that there
was a facing of basalt or <fine> limestone all over it; the plane being
the fac ledge to support a passage floor leading down to the central
point of the trenches. In confirmation I found in it a piece of

The inner end of the trench is entirely filled up; & if cleared
out would settle this; what is visible is not incompatible
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squared polished granite, with the remains of a socket of a door
hinge in it. All over the region between these trenches extends
the vast basalt paving, (passed over by C.P.S.) which has been
a huge work, all with a sub-layer of fine Mokattam
limestone. And if the plane of the ENE trench did support a
passage, it went down to a subterranean division of the
huge building indicated by the basalt paving. Remembering the
work of the granite temple of 2nd ∆, & of the temple before the <the> 
∆2 connected by a sloping passage or causeway, one naturally
seeks to explain the features now visible of the temple (?) By ∆1

in a similar style. No one has ever, so far as I can hear from
Ali, cleared out the bottoms of the trenches to see if there is any
remains of a fallen superstructure or lining; nor has the
basalt paving at the intersection of the trenches been
touched. This is secondary work, though highly interesting, so
I shall not try to touch it now by spade, but leave it for a
rush of digging in the last week or two. There is a quantity to
be explained; all this does not at all mis-fit with what one
must recognise as tolerably certain, that the trenches are at
∆ angles. Again the ENE trench runs just alongside the
causeway, & what more likely than that a passage should descend
from the causeway? When one sees how all the superstructure
of the granite temple has been cleared away in ancient times; &
how all but 3 blocks of the great quantity of granite lining of the
2nd ∆ temple has been entirely removed, one need not expect to
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find much of a probably <fine> limestone lining or superstructure by 
the Great ∆. The fragment of doorway is striking.
Then after some measures of what I now view as merely a
rough backing, & which is very wavy & rough picked like other
backings; I cleared rather farther out a curious trench or groove
cut from the inner end of the S trench, not in middle nor leading
parallel to it, & partly filled with a <2> very rotten pieces of yellow
limestone. I cleared it some 3 or 4 ft without finding an
end, & must take off surface stuff with spade. This is quite
unnoticed before. I also saw the other day a little trench
E-W near outer end of S-trench which had been dug <cleared> by 
Arabs lately; hitherto unknown. Also another trench N to S,
W off the trial passages, is not in any account. All these I
must plan in. Then to supper, got some tomatoes again.
After supper calculating check of NE socket diagonal. Also
took stock of my ∆1 casing. Big, 10-30 lbs. Medium 3-10 lbs. Hand, up 
to 3 <lbs>
   N                     E                  S              W              Totals
           corner        3 big                   3 big
Top joint          3 faces        3 medium    1 med.                                5/<4> med
                4 Hand      2 Hand       1 Hand                         7 hand.
           2 faces        1 big                                   1 big
                2 med.         3 med.         1 med.                          6 med
               11 Hand     18 Hand      13 hand      7 hand     49 hand

           corner         1 big            1 big                   2 big
Bottom joint                   2 med.                           2 med
                       1 hand        1 hand                  2 hand
           2 faces         2 big                    2 big
                 1 med.                    1 med.
                 3 hand.       7 hand        6 hand      2 hand       18 hand 
                          lbs
            Totals                 32/<4>       33                21              9                   8 big=    150?
                    13 med=   60?
                    76 hand=100?
                                                                                                                            97 Total
beside these there are several, (ranging up to whole casing
stones), lying, some cached by us, some left in the open.
Beside several side joints & peculiar pieces; & 40 or 50 pieces (hand 
specimens) of ∆2.3.5.6.
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As the diggings are finished, or nearly so, I do not expect to get much
more, & so made this statement to see, what I had to select from.
I think of bringing all the hand specimens of corners, & about half
the hand specimens of other joints of [] & []; of taking the best
of the medium, & perhaps one or two of the big; about 1 cwt in all;
perhaps trimming off the inferior parts of the medium & big to
lighten them. Freight will cost <in all> about 1₤ per cwt, but I have
not yet got the agents account for landing & train here, & so am
rather in the dark; still I reckon on 2 d or 2 ½ d for to/<it>. I shall be
glad of some instructions on what amount should be brought; <& also 
how much of the other Pyramids> possibly
Guest might like to open a stock of them in his window
at 2/6 each with the ∆ books &c; they would go off well
among the Anglo.-Is. I expect. Bed abt 12; a long journal today.

15 Tuesday 15 Feb

Sheikh Omar (without territorial jurisdiction) came
up & chatted to Ali, while I had breakfast; I coffee-ed him, as I do to
all the superior natives. Went to station fr on top of a big tomb out
by the Sphinx; after putting up the signals, set up theod; but the stone 
was very rotten, & with springy scaling unit, which made levelling
troublesome. Also though the air was clear, there was a cold W.
wind blowing, <of> which I felt a good deal.of Had twice to stop & 
take a long
walk after signals, one blown down & another invisible. Finished
& took rough altitudes & packed up by dark; then in the dusk went
the weary round over the hills of sand & rubbish to collect
signals, while Ali took the boxes back. Then had supper, tomatoes &
chocolate; & after that reduced observations; wrote this, & to bed abt 
10 ½ for a wonder; very tired with the wind.
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Wednesday 16 Feby

Got up at 6 ½ intending to survey, but wind was
too high; & very cold beside. So determined to go to Abu Roash about
5 miles N of this. Started about 8 ½ with Ali; stopped at a great
heap of pottery, Kôm el Ahmar (red-mound), the site of a Roman village.
Picked up a handful of pieces of glass vessels, beautifully thin, some with
the curious hollow rims [] all fused in joined in one; how they made it
I cannot imagine; some with blue glass edge, & blue spots on it. Also
some of the pottery, & a coin of Constantine 2 or Ctius 2. Left these as a 
depot, & went on; <the pyramid of> Abu Roash is <on> the highest point 
of a mass of high limestone
hills about 400 ft above the plain; all cut & scoured to pieces by
weathering & watercourses; a most striking & picturesque place.
Seeing a cave beside the main wady I examined it; it has been
recently used by Arabs (Ali reports a man living there, when Dixon went
there) much Arab pot about; but I found 4 pieces of a very large & thin
alabaster basin, so they must be tombs; if cleared out, more
might be found. Then climbed up the hill to the Pyramid. It has
always been said to be unfinished <& its date & builder unknown>; it is 
built round a part of the hill
which has been utilized for about 20 ft of it. Inside, but now unroofed,
is a huge chamber <excavated in the rock> 72 ft by 30 & at least 30 
perhaps 40 ft high
with a passage 2/<1>8 ft wide into it; it has been lined (with Mokattam 
stone Ali says) which probably <perhaps> took off 5 ft from each side, 
leaving it 60 x 20 ft,
but in any case it is the hugest chamber I have yet seen;
how it was roofed I cannot imagine; some blocks stick out 7 8 ft
or so over it at one part, but this is nothing for the whole width.
On examining the heaps of granite chips which surround the Pyramid
on every side I see plainly that they are of destruction, not construction
as Mr Chester said, & as has been generally believed. (1) There are many
flat faced stones, some with two planes, irregularly broken; (2) there are
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many blocks too large & important to be chips or scraps, but too
small in their present state for casing stones. Also they/<e> Egyptians
I believe worked stones nearly right in quarry, & only finished
them in situ. Hence the Pyramid must have been cased; &
therefore finished. <I hunted over all the buildings stones for
quarry marks to find a king’s name, but no trace was visible.> While 
searching the granite heaps I found,
near the entrance, beside the road from it, a bl piece of diorite; I
picked it up, & felt a worked face as I did so, turned it over, &
to my delight there were scraps of hieroglyphics; twisting it
round & round I soon saw they were fragments of this, []
only the part within the line [] having the original face
remaining. This was a glorious find, & I carried it immediately
to Ali for safety, who did not sympathize with my raptures: for I
saw that the cartouche must be the beginning of the name of
Menkaura or Mycerinus, (for I did not remember any other
king beginning []) & diorite statues are so rare (only those of
Chephren yet known) that this is almost certainly the king of the
Abu Roash Pyramid, which hence must be of the fourth Dynasty.
I was puzzled however, as Menkaura has the 3rd ∆ of Gizeh, & so ought
not to have another; but on looking at Manetho I see there were 2,
Menkaura 1st & 2nd; hence this must be Menkaura 2, of whom
nothing yet has been found, so that this confirms the lists. It is
very unlikely considering the rarity of diorite statues that there should 
have been the builders ancestors, as ancestral statues are I believe
unknown; & this must have come out of the Pyramid, as Ali & I
afterwards found a quantity of chips, & two pieces of the outside
of the statue; in the granite chips which had been cleared out of the 
Pyramid. So now this settles the builder of this Pyramid, yet
hitherto unknown, & gives another connection of the lists &
monuments
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as I believe this 2nd Menkaura was has never been found before.
It also fits very well with other things. The 1/<2>nd ∆ has a little granite
at bottom of casing; the 3rd, granite half up; this, granite all over,
for not a chip of lime casing could I find; & no other <I think later>
pyramids are not
known to have granite; hence dating it next after 3rd ∆ is very suitable;
Again the only diorite statues known are those of Chephren, the
predecessor of Menkaura 1, who was succeeded by M. 2; & some
bits of diorite statue I have found by the temple of Chephren’s ∆;
here again the date is very suitable to other remains.

All this may seem a great deal to base on [], for that is all
of the name that remains; but I think it is quite warranted.
I should like to have a dig in that heap of rubbish, & see if more
of the statue can be recovered. S Chephren’s has inscripn <name> on
both sides, so I might get a perfect cartouche, or more pieces of
this one. I also picked up a good selection from the large heap of
pottery, & some basalt hammers. Then packing up I sent Ali
home direct, & went off to try to see some of the things nearer
the village. I had before been someway down the <long> causeway
of the Pyramid, & looked at a large cave near there. By the
village are many caves, one a tomb apparently; others made by flint
diggers, & lots of chips left by gun flint workers. Then back,
finding the last two miles of deep h sand a heavy trudge in the dusky-
dark. After supper <& reading up Chephren’s statue, & Menkaura> 
wrote this, & to bed about 11. I do not intend to
say anything about this, till I get to England, in any way that can
get to French ears.
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Thursday 17 Feby

Not up early as I was tired after yesterday. Went
up to station in front by entrance of 2nd ∆, & tooks azimuths
from there; having however to break off 4 times to attend to signals, 
blown over, invisible, or shifted by Arabs. Finished in good time, so that I
could collect signals by twilight & get in by ¼ to 6 while still seeable.
After supper reduced obsns; & then to bed before <by> 9 ½; hoping for a
long day tomorrow. I have still at least a fortnights work to
do at the triangulation, as it is very slow; I wish I had a few
small boys here, that could be trusted to centre signals & see to their
safety, one might work at twice or thrice the rate easily. One
cannot trust Arabs to do this as Gill found.

Menkaura -

Friday 18 Feby

<Going to bed early did not answer, as I slept 11 hrs, only waking at 8 ½.> 
Ali had got two men to shift over a lot of Gills triangular
stones which were lying unused, of <&> with 6 of them (abt 1 ½ cwt 
each) I made a pile to put a station on, on the lower ground NE <of> ∆. 
Here I put up theodolite
& took a set of 45 obsns, finishing off about 4 ½. Took rough altitudes, &
then packed up, collected signals, & in by a little after 6. Had supper, 
tomatoes,
& rice & milk; reduced observations, & find the theod shifted, in all abt 8”, 
but I can tolerably eliminate this. Wrote this & to bed abt 9 ½.

Saturday 19 Feby

Not a bit earlier for my early shut up last night,
11 hrs again with only a wake or two. Off to station by NW of ∆: took
azimuths from there. Ali deserted me worse than usual to day, so I
had a breeze with him; he insisted that he was duly watching all the time
over my signals, though I had to go & ask travellers to move off; & 
asked
“What he could say to Eur’be’an”? Which was all fudge as I believe, for the
travellers had evidently not heard anything, though he said he told them; 
I shall have to be more strict, & not allow him to go off so freely; he only
professes
to go for a very short time, & then disappears for 3 or 4 hours, though I
tell him not to be long, & have tried laughing at him about it freely.
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Having finished obsns from there; I moved up to station of edge of
passage floor, as travellers had gone <done> for the day. I put a station
mark on the edge of the floor <a month ago or more> so as to see 
down the passage <& it is quite safe still being unattractive,>, & a 
break in the stone just holds the feet of the theod: easily. Thus I can
have a point absolutely fixed from outside measures with <the> base, 
& measure directly from it into the interior. I shall use steel tape
for all long measures in passages as being the most accurate.
Then finished off, packed up, sent Ali home with boxes, & went
round my stumbley staggery trot to get in the signals. I get
stiffer & stiffer every day at climbing, until Sunday or a windy
day stops my survey for a time, & gives me leisure to oil my joints.
After supper I summed up such of the triangles as I had completed in
the survey, which are not many as s/<I> have not worked much in
any one part. They come out with errors of     2”.6     3”.7     8”.4     “.4
      ± 2.9   ±1.9   ±2.4    ±2.1
& 9”.9; so that the mean error is about double the probable error, but
   ±2.3
this is without any corrections yet for collination, height of As, or
bad levelling, on which I have full materials for correction; but I
shall apply all those corrns in a lump at last, as they are easiest
done all at once, being needing thought & a routine method. So on
the whole I think it is fairly satisfactory, as these diffs are on 3 angles;
& having plenty of checks, we may hope to have each true to “½; this
equals 1/20 inch on the usual length of side, so that it is closer than the
sockets can be measured.

Now I must stop, 10.30, having ordered donkey at 8 to go to Cairo
                  tomorrow.
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Being bothered with a mouse, I asked Ali for a trap; & he
set up such an affair; large enough for a young cat,
awe fearfully shaky in its mechanism, helped out with
strings which were broken, & with a door heavy enough to
crack a mouse’s neck if it came on it. I had to refit it
a good deal before I could set it.

By the howling & barking, which has just followed a shot
down in the village, I think a dog has got a dose of lead; much
to Muhammed’s delight, who shouted when he heard it.

I think Sydney Hall would like to see the first 2 sheets of this.
& if

Dr G agrees with me about the Menkaura & is much
interested in it. D Letter & paper recd many thanks

Cairo. X–
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Sunday 20 Feby

The donkey did not come till 8.40, & I
immediately started, but without Muhammed, who however
picked me up after half a mile or so. I shall have to say to Ali
that I start for Cairo at such an hour, & if the donkey is here
I use it, if not I walk; this will make him more punctual
I hope. I got into town just in time to go to post before going to
church; I got to the American Mission before the close of the
Arabic service by Mr Lansing, & saw a good sized native
congregation; duly separated, men & women, by a red curtain
down the middle of the room. An innocent Scotchman & his wife
asked, on coming in for the English service, if they must
sit apart; but the curtain being withdrawn, settled their doubts.
D Mr Watson the other missionary took this service & preached
on the character of miracles, very nicely, but rather wordy in parts.
While looking about on coming out I met Mrs Grant, with whom I
walked through the Ezbekiyeh, which was all in course of
preparation with barbaric glare & tinsel for festivities in honour
of Prince Rudolph. She asked me to lunch, & after a sit in a quiet
corner of the gardens reading letters, I went to their house. Dr G.
was not in yet; & after about half through he came in. He
was as kind as usual, & had a long talk on various matters: he was
rather astonished at the lump on my jaw where I fell on it (it is still
about 1/12 inch thick) & explained it was a bony deposit from the 
periosteum.
I left about 3 ¼ posted letter, & back to Pyramids. While going in
to day I passed one group of camels of which the last two were lively, &
f began waltzing about in the road, at last pitching off two men
who were on one of them; they came down all in a lump, & a yellow
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fluid poured out, after a thud which accompane/<ie>d their fall;
rolling & tumbling up they got on their legs, & disclosed that one of 
them had had a big jar of fluid honey, wrapped up along with him in
his overall which now he held up dripping with the sticky mess,
while the jar lay <smashed> in the road. The peaked conical hoods are
a striking feature of the dress; I saw the hugest of them to day
over the head of a hin/<de>ous of old Arab with a pair of big round
blue goggles on, there was room inside the coal-scuttle-ofa-
hood for voluminous whitish wraps all about his head. The
two things no amount of civilization ever beats out of a Turk or
Egyptian are wrapping the head up, & doubling up the legs. A most
European-looking man will suddenly tuck up a foot, as if there
was no comfort in life without doubling the joints; & vigorous,
even ferocious, face/<es> will be seen wrapped round with
a striped silk handkerchief, like the tamest of invalid old
coddles in England, while all the rest of the dress may be suited
for the Strand or Pall Mall.

Prince Rudolph was out here today, but not for the Pyramids,
but for jackal shooting; in which however he was unsuccessful.
He comes out shortly again for ∆s. I now hear the bangs of
fireworks in Cairo in his honour. The sheikhs & a lot of Arabs
from here are invited over, some left yesterday. I should like to
see old Abu Talib dance, it would be worth going in on purpose.
One tomb which has been officially excavated here, has proved very
productive; an official carried off 60 green images, & some
scarabei to day <to the Museum>; & to morrow Maspero, the new 
head, comes
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over to see the rest removed. Another very large shaft which
they have been clearing for some time has nothing in the chamber;
it is a singular one as never having been cleared before, all the
filling <being> sharp pieces of stone, not worn & rubbed, & clean 
sand. I hear they talk of it as no good for anything, except for
stripping out the Mokattam casing for building; the
forma/<em>an smashed some of the stones to see if they were
good. Such is the style of enlightened exploration here, & if
they do strip it, I shall verify it with my own eyes, & be
ready to swear to it in England, as a specimen of official
work. While writing I heard a rattle, & saw the trap door
down, going up I found a fat mouse inside. I soon shook the beast
into insensibility, though much doubting whether the constitution
of the trap or the mouse would suffer most in the process; &
then a rap with the hammer finished it: so I hope to sleep quietly
tonight.

Monday 21 Feb

Off to station over end of my new base. Took
16 azimuths from it, mainly at right angles to the base, so as to fix
its end <length> well. Set up theod. on tall wooden tripod (hitherto I
have worked solely with it standing on its own screws direct
upon rock) & centerd roughly by plumb bob; then after
obsns took a transit sweep with 5 inch theod. at about 7 ft
distance, to transfer centre of big theod. to ground, where I laid a
scale of 1/100th inch. Doing this at right two positions at right angles I
found error of rough centering to be only .11 inch, & it was a windy
day for plumb bob, & no special care used. I had to go three times
down home again before I got the small theod apparatus all right;
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the result of laying it by so long so after preparing it. Then
moved over to the station at the other end of base, where I took
21 azimuths, mainly at right angles to the base, & transferred theod.
centre to ground in same way, only making .08 error is/<n> the
rough plumb centre/<i>ng. This is important, as shewing that with
care I may safely use it <plumb alone,> for the less accurate points 
round 3rd ∆ &c, where 1/10 inch is not of much consequence, as I
could probably take it to within .05. This was a very
fine set of azimuths, average error of one obsn only .7;
even on a near point, at only 5000 inches, it was only .”95 =
1/40 inch. Then, being sunset by this time, I packed up. Ali
behaved much better to day & was very attentive, only staying
a reasonable time for his dinner, & afternoon devotions; but he
let the wind catch one of the boxes out of his hand, & break the lid
off, which took me ½ hr to repair in even. After getting in
the signals, home to supper. This last Pub Op is very good;
Carlyle; Times on India & Russian papers at Cabul, (193) Times on 
Ritualism (195) which is a strangely plain spoken article, suggesting a
Re-reformation in an anti ritual direction, Foreign papers on
the Commons (196) & the delicious Turkish extracts (197) capped
with the more tickling Journal des Debats. I have never seen a
better number. Reduced obsns, wrote this, & to bed about 11.0.
The mean error of the triangles conflicted today is 4.”6, without 
correcting of levels or of centerings.

Cairo,
XI–

Tuesday 22 Feby

A drizzling misty morning, & as I was late I did
not get off till 11 ½; then much bother about some of the signals
delayed me still longer; while replacing a signal I heard a
traveller say <to his dragoman>, “Wait, I want to take an angle here”. 
So I looked up,
& after observing the rise of ∆ arris, the said traveller said “We
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seem to be working in the same line” & began chatting. Finding
I was doing it on such a scale, he asked if I was fixed to read
an account to any Society, as he should like me to do so to the
Anthropl, for “I am President this year, for the second time”
Still I did not recognise him till afterwards he said he was
Genl Lane Fox alias Pitt Rivers. I cannot yet recognize
the same man that I have seen in London, but differences of
dress & whiskers would account for my failure. He said “Do
you know anything of Mr Petrie, he’s done a good deal in this
line” or some such phrase; so I handed out my card at which
we both laughed. He became more chatty <& said he was very glad I 
was out here doing this thoroughly>, & at last went
off to Sphinx &c, while I went on with survey. Showers
came occasionally, but still a day clouded & without much
wind was a catch for working in; the only fault was scarcely
enough light. While I was near finishing he passed, & hailed me,
& had som a few words more. He is coming down Nile back in
about 3 weeks, & intends to take another day out here; & will
let me have notice beforehand, as he would like to go over the
place with me. Then went on, just finishing by dark; but
not enough light to take <rough> altitudes for level corrections, this 
can be
done any time. The main difficulty was h/<th>e great difference of
focus required to day. I have set the focus to about 800 ins
with which distant objects are clear enough to see, & near ones
become cloudy; but the centre of the hazy patch [] formed from
the signal [] can be fixed with about the same lineal error however
much out of focus it may be. I freely focus the eyepiece <which slides 
very easy> so as
to arrange it for the voluntary focus of the eye to wander between
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seeing the cross wires clear & the object clear <(holding the eye at 3 to 
6 ins off, so as to centre it truly on the eyehole)> & this is a great
assistance; but I never alter the cross wires focus, as I always
want some distant points, & therefore need it the same on
every day. After supper, reduced obsns, wrote this, & to bed
about 10 ½.

Wednesday 23 Feby

Off[?] Ali brought in some more basalt
tools; I shall have a fine collection to select from when I pack
up; & Mr Chester thinks them well worth having, Lane Fox said
he should like to get some, & Mr C said that Franks at B.M. would
be very glad to have good ones. As Ali was behaving better I
thought it a good opportunity to encourage him to bring things
in by giving him a special bakhshish of 10 f. I had not given
him any extras yet, & he had brought in quantities of casing
besides stone tools &c; so it seemed as well, as two months
have past now. Then off to station on tomb west of Great Pyramid,
Ali brought me a nice Roman writing style, as an acknowledgement
of the bakhshish. Took 48 azimuths, especially on the two
points of the great triangle around ∆1, this station being the third
point. I got the angle to a probable error of ±.07 <inch> on the
opposite side.
Thus I fix a point well in front of the Pyramid, all my other large
triangulation being behind it. I should have done <half as much
again on,> this triangle, but
Mr Loftie turned up with a Mr Kay; they went over to 3d ∆ just as
I was going there to put up signals, & after passing Mr L twice
in going about, within 10 yds or so, he made up to me <(Omar 
having told him who I was)> & introduced
himself as knowing Mr Chester, which I immediately capped with
knowing Spurrell. We got on swimmingly; I shewed him some
quarry marks, & structural points which he had not seen
before, & had about ½ hrs chat; ending in his pressing
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me to come in & breakfast <(12.30)> with him at Hotel du Nil any
day I was in Cairo, & offering to lend me books. He wished me also
to go to Meydoum with him one day, & said he should like to join
me when I went to Abu Roash; & when his rheumatism
was better, he hoped to come out & have a day here with
me to discuss things. I am very glad to get hold of him &
Pitt Rivers out here; as I can shew them things in situ which
strike me, & argue the matters; & thus have them as witnesses
of some things which I should not get people in England to
believe very readily perhaps if only on single testimony.
Home by abt 7, & after supper reduced obsns; average error of 5
triangles completed today =6”; but one azimuth is evidently
much in fault <(10”?)> & it was very badly defined, background being 
just like the signal. o/<O>mitting this, average error <on triangles> is 
only 2” ± 3”.
Wrote this & to bed abt 11.0.

Thursay 24 Feby.

A thorough wet morning, with chilly wind.
So despairing of doing anything out, (having a slight chest cold
already) I shut door & window, & sat down with my feet on
the paraffin stove, (burning low), & a cloak over my knees, to
work out formulae for level corrections, by candlelight.
After about an hour Ali rapped at my door, & going out I found
rain had stopped, so took out theod. & went up to NE socket
station. Set Ali to have the edge of casing stones cleared, for abt
6 ft along stone, the rest having some big stones of many cwts over
it. Also a trench out along pavement where stone had been.
By the time I had done observing, a very concordant set, the
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digging out was finished, & the foot of the casing clear. The
pavement is weathered, so that it is not very clear where
one ended & the other began []?; & in the trench over
the bared pavement the casing edge can be tolerably traced,
but not very well defined. The big bit of casing stone
which Vyse draws as sticking to the large one []
is not there; but a long bit of bottom corner, which was probably
it, was lying in its right azimuth, about a foot in advance
of the foot of the big stone [] thus; & I had warned
the men, through Ali, to look for it, & they had carefully not
disturbed it, imagining it (as Ali did) to be fixed to the
paving; but I saw it could not be <in its> original place, so soon
sc/<pul>led it aside, finding a lot of dust under it. Then
went over to NW socket, & took azimuths from there; but
the extreme fineness of the spider lines of the 5 inch theod.
prevented my doing the centering, getting one direction transited
down to the station mark, but the dusk coming on just too
much to sweep it in the right angle direction: very annoying,
but I did it by plumb bob as well as I could. I wish I had
good stout visible lines, as if I want extreme accuracy I use
the big theod. & I much doubt whether the very fine lines give
more accuracy, as they always require more attention to see
them. Then round in the dark collecting signals, having to feel
all over the ground to find them, & stumbling home over the
holes & stones as well as I could. After supper, reduced obsns

& wrote this; & to bed about 11.0

Cairo. XI–

Friday too windy to survey or measure, & having a slight cold I don’t want to stand    
about: so settled to walk into Cairo.  
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Friday 25 Feby

Too windy to survey, so I set off for
Cairo; & having a cold I wanted to walk it off. Ali had
not appeared while I was getting up, so I could not tell him
where I was gone, as he cannot read even a word of Arabic,
in fact does not know it from English when he sees it.
I got over the Nile bridge just as it was going to be opened for
two hours, 1-3 as usual; the sight of the rush to get over
at the last was most amusing. When open there is a
large ferry boat, for which of course passengers must pay.
I saw a curious and beautiful piece of colour; on the head of a
woman dressed in the usual dark blue robes, was a black
gauzy wrapper full of oranges, the subdued orange colour
was just in harmony with the dark blue. Then being past
Mr. Lofties breakfast hour I dined at the restaurant neare near,
& looked him up about 2. He was very amiable & we had
a long talk on the early remains. He cares little for the
later Empire; but any scrap about the earliest dynasties,
he is anxious about. He gave me a paper of his on the list
of Abydos; from which it seems there was another Menkara as
the last of the 6th Dyn, which may be the Abu Roash king. He is
rather differently spelt, & further fragments may settle this.
He agreed to meet me at A.R. on Monday to dig for any more
scraps. It is safe to hunt there, as it is quite a deserted place where
no one goes, so that it will not be talked about. I saw Mrs Loftie
also & their dauer a girl of 14 or 15, warm on antiques particularly
beads <beads>! Then went to Dr G. & reported the casing stones as 
cleared
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to the paving; did not stay long. Then passed end of Genl Stones
road in returning but saw two horses lea/<ed> up & down by his
house, shewing that he was going out, or had visitors, so I went on.
My feet threatened blisters, as I had smaller boots on, so I tried
a posse of donkey boys & got offers to take me home for 4, 3, &
then 2 francs which I accepted. I have letters from home &
paper, thanks; & from Sy Hall, & Dr Birch, who takes my letter
very well, thanks me & specially asks for selected & dated
pottery of any sort, & stone hammers; giving me credit for
₤5 in purchasing & cost of transit for Brit. Mus. I hope to
get Lane Fox’s advice on the stone things when he comes, &
in any case this shews that I was right in thinking the
dated pottery &c of interest; I am very glad I have not
trodden on t/<hi>s toes with the little pots being of late date, as he I
believe attributed them to early date; the tone of his letter, &
the offer to pay expenses for specimens, shew that he is pleased.
He takes the copied inscrips all right, & says they are clear
throughout; not pressing for squeezes as he did when I saw him.
Ali came in while I was at supper, rather sore at not knowing
about my going; but I represented to him that he did not
appear for 1 ½ hrs in morn, & so he could not be told. After
supper glanced at Pub. Op., nothing particular except opening the
Irish letters. Then wrote this & to bed abt 10.

Saturday 26 Feby

Woke very stupid with my cold. Went up to
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measure slope of casing by big steel square. Heard that Maspero
& Brugsch were out for the day here. Took slope of stone at every
10 inches all along the exposed part, carefully plumbing the square
& keeping top & bottom of it at equal distances from the joint which
I assumed vertical, but measured also. When nearly through
this a short fresh-obround[?] gentleman walked up & introduced
himself as Major A.T. Fraser R.E. who had been informed
that I was here by C.P.S. with whom he had had correspondence
while in England, now on his way to India, leave being up.
I was/<had> a talk with him over the casing; he was not much up in
∆ views, but much interested, & being R.E. took in construction
details well. As I had soon after finished that piece of work
& felt far too queer to do any theod., I followed him inside.
h/<H>e was hot to see subterranean & barring that as impossible,
wished farewell. I rather dissuaded him, & we had a long
talk on the spot, finally settling in his going down to the
grotto, & my following him & having a discussion there
about it all; he also went down to the top of the sloping
passage, & then we came up. Then up G.G. to K-C, where
I shewed him features of copper, drill holes in cutting it up out,
saw marks on outside &c. Then to Q C., while there
Maspero, Brugsch, &c, all came in, M <or B.> eyed me with his
eyeglass seeing me explain in matters, & we soon left. Then
out, & after discussing the entrance he went up. I did one or
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two things more, but feeling queerer I went down home intending
to go to bed <abt 4.>. Oranges & lemonade revived me, & I went up
to pick up the Major after his ascent, & Sphinx &c. He was just
coming round, & had half an hour more talk, on azimuth
trenches &c. I especially pointed out to him some points in
∆, which C.P.S. will I know object to, & then have a good
witness. Then came home again abt 5 ½; but Ali soon
brought word of a pillar with cartouche found today; this
was too tempting so I ran out, & copied inscrip; Ramses
7 I think; in any case Dynasty XX, which is interesting
as shewing that the crude brick & rubbish of pots &c, were
placed there when Dyn XX was rubbish, as it is the
debris of a tomb of that date. <Brought in a cargo of stone
hammers &c> Then back, stewed some
tomatoes, & had some more lemonade, & to bed after writing
this about 7 ½. No wonder I feel queer, 101°.1 is the
figure, 2.7° up; I hope it will be down for Abu Roash on
Monday. It all comes from a wetting I got the showery
day, & standing observing in the wind after it.

After getting to bed, & comfortably asleep, I was awoke <in 1 ½ hr> by 
a rat, & heard the fatal door go down; after this his
worrying about in the trap left me no peace, till I had to get
out of bed from a nice warm perspiration, & rattled the beast
into a helpless state, (which was a long job) before I could give the
coup-de-grace with the hammer. He took more shaking than
a bottle of carbolic solution, the best standard of such exercise <that> I 
can give.
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Sunday 27 Feb

Temp nearly down, being 99°.0 in morn at 10 ¾
I staid quiet in bed till 2.0: when Ali came round. Then I
turned up, wrote a line to Mr Loftie postponing Abu Roash
till Thursday, & to Dr Grant telling him that nothing was really
the matter, so as not to trouble about me if he heard I was
“ill”. Then had some tomatoes & mock turtle, & to bed about 4 ½
temp then down to 98.° 9, which is only normal for that time
of day. Did not get any sleep till 11 or 12, & then broken by 1st

Trap down, big rat, killed, & reset. 2nd mouse about trap for long,
thought bait must be eaten, got up to see. 3rd Fleas. 4th mouse
let trap down without going in, got up, re-set it. 5th mouse
in, got up, killed him, reset trap. 6th Fleas. 7th Dog
set up a protracted conversational barking (just by my door) with
sundry neighbours in adjacent villages; went out & pelted
him off. 8th woke in heavy perspiration, had to change singlet shirt,
& take off sheet. If this is not the way to get over a
fever-cold, I cannot help it.  Slept on till about 10 next morn.

Monday 28 Feb

My messenger returned from Cairo, & Ali
gave me two answers, though I had only told him to wait for
one at Mr Loftie’s. Mr L. prefers Thursday as his rheumatm

is still troublesome. Dr G. sent kindly advise to supposing
I had got regular country fever; to come in & stay with him
if tempr continued to rise <was rising>; <or> to take quinine if it
continued. This is of course unnecessary as it is only a regular end of a
cold: & tempr was under normal 98.°1 at 10 this morn. So
after breakfast I went out for a rout in the mounds, not
feeling up to any surveying: & I wish to take a day or two
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to work up the pottery & history of this place, as passing travellers
never can do so; I wish it myself, & Birch evidently
wishes me to do it. I reckon on spending fairly about
¼ of my time here on collateral antiquities, beside ∆1 &
survey; as it is really useful work. I had only just got
to the top of the hill when up rode facing me Major
Fraser again. I was really glad of an excuse from
sticking to work of any kind, for I had all the sequela/<of a>
fever cold; general weakness, aching, & limpness in the back, &c.
He seemed very glad to pick me up again, & we went off for
a long stroll all round the ∆ hill <he being specially glad to be there 
free of Arabs,>; for he had only seen
Sphinx & Granite Temple G <on> Saturday. I specially shewed him
all construction features with which he was much
interested; & the details of working & of unfinish of ∆3, he
amply appreciated & followed up, as he had had to superintend
a lot of contract work for granite constructions in India,
& knew all the difficulty of Oriental workmen &c. He
most thoroughly backed up my view of its incompletion, &
is an excellent witness to have of it; both from his general
position, & special experience. Though I strictly eschew
being drawn into talk with general visitors; those of scientific
character, who are good witnesses for accurate details, I
consider well worth spending a day on, specially a poor
day such as this. So Genl Pitt-Rivers, Mr Loftie, & Major Fraser are
I think a good investment of time; beside the ideas one gets
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from their comparisons & remarks, & specially the points
in which one sees that intelligent people may misunderstand
things, & which therefore require particular guarding in
descriptions. After this we came down to tomb, & I gave
him some hot coffee, & had a cup myself to comfort my
inside; & then about 4 ½ he went up & into ∆ again
with Ali; I giving him abt ½ yd of magnesium to see
Grand Gallery with. I had n/<a> suspicion that the dust inside
increased my feverishness, & so eschewed it today. I
searched heaps of pottery NW of ∆1 meanwhile; &
about 6, the Major came out. Ali says he wished to
stay far longer & said he should like to sleep here for a
few nights to examine it closer. He was/<has> all the army
free & easy-ness, without any of the pride or assumption
which too often spoils military men; he is about 35 or so I
should think, a little lively chatty man, with whom one
goes along as if one had known him for half his life.
Then down to tomb, had supper, & numbered or lettered, & put by,
all specimens. I am rapidly being chocked out with bits
in every corner, at last filling up under my bed; & yet I
am only beginning systematic collection. Everything as
soon as brought in has a number or letter put on it in ink
which fixes its locality, & thus I am independent of confusion
in packing or placing. Wrote this, & to bed about 10 ½

Mem. I found today while with Major F. up behind the lines of
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stone chips, behind the ∆2, where there are a lot of pieces of
yellow quartzite sandstone, nearly half a face of a
more than lifesize statue. No statue in this <stone> is known I
believe, & I have not found a chip of it anywhere else, or
up there even, with any worked surfaces. In fact I have
only found it used for rubbers & whetstones hitherto, but
this statue puts a new light on it; & shews that it may
be all debris, & not brought for sharpeners as I supposed.
I shall bring this to tomb, & to Brit. Mus. perhaps.

Of course the usual in-come of bits & chips of diorite & arragranite
statues, of granite slabs, of stone hammers &c, & of casing of various
pyramids, goes on nearly every day; I only note new finds
here, though the general run of them are all important, as bearing
on ancient works now destroyed. Did not get to sleep till 4. am
       & only had 4-6 & 7-9, 4 hrs in all.

Tuesday 1 March

As sun now shines all over ∆ at noon, I
postponed obsns on casing stones till afternoon. Went with
Ali & fetched in side of head of statue. I searched all over 60 or 70
other pieces of 5 to 10 lbs weight lying about, without finding
any more pieces, only two bits may possibly have had worked
faces flat, but very rough. Ali has never seen so large a head
in this stone before, & only two or three small sculptures in it at all.
The face, form of head, & cut of hair, all look to me un-Egyptian;
possibly of some foreigner or Hyksos or other foreign ruler. I brought
in a good selection of pottery from heaps NW of ∆1, & have done
them for the present. Then arranged for Ali to do some
roughish levelling, as I want some levels as guides as to whether
certain worked surfaces are requisite in the survey. Out
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about 50 ft from NW [] of ∆1 there is a cutting in the rock
thus; []  & I suspect A, which is cut in straight lines
plan  irregularly <as for blocks to fit against it>, had/<was>  
  part of outer side of
setn   [] paving, rock dressed down in situ being
  used instead of the Mokattam. The level
of A to B <(cut very flat)> looks much like paving level. Then B is a 
quite straight edge, apparently parallel to ∆ N side, with the usual
undulating natural rock surface on the outer side of it. If
this is really the original boundary line of pavement it is
most highly important, as wa all the paving has been more
or less torn up at the edge; & as Vyse found it 33 ft wide in
mid face; this about 45 ft out, may easily be the full
size of it. As all our delicate levelling is nowhere without
a sur skilled assistant, I took a 7 ft match board & ruled
it up thus in inches with carpenters pencil; []
an unexp impromptu arrangement which is very successful
for clearness, & I can see it at far farther than ∆ base length
in telescope; so this will do to level paving & sockets to within
.1 or .2 inch, which is after all as close as their state fairly
allows. Thus set up theod. on station mark <25 feet> over the casing;
ruled 3 pencil crosses, on good parts of paving, & 3 similarly
on top of casing near edge. Thus I have six points taken, & shall
measure off the few inches from them to the exact intersection of
the slope & horizontal planes. I took azimuth & dip, to well
within 1/100 inch on the stone, & reference of azimuth to two signal
stations. Then next I shall level from those <crosses> to a bench mark
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at about same level, but on a part which cannot be
covered with rubbish; then I am independant of anything
that is done to the casing. I leave the <long> levelling up to the
theod sta, to be done with someone who can hold a rod
upright, which is beyond Ali’s sense of accuracy; but for
short lengths of 4 or 5 ft his holding is accurate enough.
It was dark by the time I had done this, as it was slow work; the
place of theod was awkward, no means of getting round it to read
micros, except lying in a curve around it, with head
lower than body; to read off; & taking care to crawl unto that
position, between the instrument & the side of the next course,
without any chance of touching it, so as to upset adjustments.
All this would be avoided by a reader on each side. The section
being thus, [] with only a scrap of a course top at A to hitch
ones feet on in one place on one side
of the instrument. After supper reduced observations. The
altitudes are very good, as the mean fluctuation of level was only
.”8, so that the stability was far within the 1” or 2” errors of reading
the circle; & level was read & corrected for as well. This took some
time; varied by trapping a mouse: & after abt writing this I got to
bed about 12 ½

Wednesday 2nd March.

Woke very late, & while at breakfast
Ali came in; he said with a twinkle “Your friend here again,
he be asking ‘Where’s Mr Beatry’: Major Fraser once more.
I went up with 5 inch theod, which has the very good telescope
level of Baker’s, & which was accurate enough for the short
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casing levelling, beside being handier than 10 inch, &
focussing better for variable short distances. I took levels
of top of casing, & then Major F. came up & chatted; Ali
went to look for casing for him, so I got him to hold the
rod for the longer levels of 5 feet or so up from paving, which
<I put two bench marks on faces of stouts which cannot be
crossed over, & read well on these.>
was a capital help. Then I moved theod out, so as to
see sockets, & determined to make a rough levelling within
a few tenths of an inch all round the ∆, to test one
or two points, & to get an idea of the accuracy required for
a big survey. After doing the N. face of this, Major F. went
off: having had a long visit in the inside, & I having shewn
him features of dressed rock defining edge of paving, &c, to
all which he quite assented. to- Then I levelled right
round, putting theod in middle of each face, & sighting staff
held on sockets; thus quite dependant on staff being put
by Ali in same place; & obliged to piece on <100 inch> rod held
angular by Ali, & even then to read by taking dips on circle,
to two or more points on rod, & read circle at level positions
as well. With all this very foggy shaky way, the difference
on going round is only 1.2 inches <or 1 on 30,000> & levels agree 
within 0.1 of Inglis in all by but the SE. I have put down results
on a slip, which I wish Sy Hall to have, & St J.V.D., if
thought well. They are marvellous; & stagger me at
their exactitude, where exactly done <measured>, on the casing. The
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level of that bit of core on 1st course, being certainly not
over .02 wrong on 30 feet or so I is extraordinary.
And in the rough levels the 1st course at SW corner being only
.6 inch different from the level are/<on> N face is very striking;
specially as I may be .3 or .4 wrong easily, though Inglis’s
agreement with my socket level there to within 0.1, seems
to shew that I have done it far better than could have been
expected, from the wretched means I had for this rough
trial. But the most important point of all is that the
p huge basalt paving between the trenches on the E face
is within ½ inch same level as ∆ paving. This almost
proves it to belong to ∆ & makes me far more anxious
to know what there is at the jun convergence of the
trenches. I see plainly that nothing short of a levelling to
at least 1/10 inch all round, will shew builders errors
plainly; & this should be taken on the 1st course, & some
higher ones, in several places on every side. It is now
plain that C.P.S.’s heights of courses are all 21.6 inches too high;
what he took for paving in his photos of NW socket, being foundation
of paving, as he would have seen had he examined it in situ, as
it is unshifted nummulitic limestone dressed down square.
<After levelling I measured from crosses to edges of casing
accurately, & they may be covered again now.>
After supper reduced level readings, wrote this, & to bed about 10 ½ 
<11>.
I see now that the dressed rock ∆ by NW socket which I wrote about
yesterday, is not flush with paving, but is the foundation of it,
16 inches below it; it gives however the outer edge of paving
probably within ½ inch or so.

Thursday: all right, to Cairo
on Friday & post this

Cairo-
XII
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Pyramid levels     2 March 1881

Paving = 0 as on other side.
NE socket       - 28.5
NW socket       - 32.6
SW socket       - 23.0
SE socket       - 40.1
Dressed rock, far out in front     - 27.1
     of entrance
Dressed rock, with edge raised    - 15.9 to
  parallel to ∆ N side, at 45 ft             17.0
      from NW socket
Step of <dressed> rock by NW socket   - 21.6
(= the supposed pavement level
referred to & used as datum by C.P.S.)
Dressed rock W of NW socket    - 23.7
Dressed rock inner end of ENE    - 26.8
        trench
Basalt paving, middle      + .5
   between azimuth trenches
1st course, SW corner,      + 58.2
(do under entrance being           58.8)

The above are correct to a few tenths
of an inch; & are only preliminary.
  Socket levels, NE = 0
  NE    NW    SW   SE
By above  0  -4.1  +5.5  -11.6
By Inglis  0  -4.2  +5.6  -13.6
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Pyramid levels     2 March 1881.
                      inches
Pavement,  near edge (4 ins in)    - .01
where casing  middle (60 ins in)    - .03
is removed  back (110 ins in)                + .02
P. close to casing at back             .00
P. just in front of casing (1.9 <2.3/<6>> ins out)  - .05
farther along & out (15.3 <ins> out)    - .30
   “            “           “    (21.3/<6> <ins> out)   -.56
(These 3 outside the casing are weather
worn, &c, & hence low.)
Top face of casing near corner    +58.90
outer edge  at joint     +58.84
  at 2nd joint     +58.83
at back of block     W. end    +58.84
68 from front top edge     E. end    +58.85
on the core backing at 30 feet
or so East of casing      +58.87
(Bench marks at 63.64 & 63.67)

All the above correct to about .01
& will not probably be done again.

   
       see over
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Thursday 3rd March.

Heavy thunderstorm in night &
much rain. Far too black & threatening & showery for
Mr Loftie to go to Abu Roash. <It was too windy & showery
to survey> So I went out, looked over
rubbish heaps, & on to tombs behind Second Pyramid. Copied
some inscriptions, & finished all these tombs for measurements.
Then down to tomb near Sphinx, & planned most of it,
but candle ran short, & it was dark, so I stopped. On coming
out I saw a lovely sight. The celestial race of Jupiter &
Venus, with Saturn following, I have been watching for
months past, & tonight the crescent moon joined them
in a rhomb [] all close together, just over the Second
Pyramid. On getting in after supper I copied
off inscription, wrote this, & to bed about 10 ½.

Friday 4th March

A very windy sandy day; so as I
could do no surveying, I walked off to Cairo. Went to Hotel du
Nil, & found Mr Loftie with an uncouth helpless-looking young
German, Dr Petermann, who reads off hieroglyphics as easily
as anyone reads a modern language. I shewed them copies of
some inscripns, & Dr P. copied one. Mr L. did not go out yesterday,
for the rain was hard in Cairo as well as here, & I found the Muski
half a foot deep in thick black mud. After some chat I left, agreeing
to leave Abu R. for the present, as Mr L’s rheumatism is too
troublesome, & the weather is not happy. I found rooms shut
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up rather carefully to keep the sand out. Then I had dinner
& to post, for Mr L. had told me the mail would not be
delivered till 3 ½, as it was very late. At P.O. I was told it
would be ready in ½ hr at 3 ¼/<½>, so I went to Dr G’s. He was
busy with patients, & has been troubled with teeth. I found
a Mr <Colin> Mackenzie, a fuzzy Scotchman, there, <of Junior
Athenaeum Club> who is
intending to come out here tomorrow, & was to bring a
note to me; so my going saved introduction. After chat
I went back to P.O., & having done shopping before, I
waited & waited till 5 ½ before I got letter, expecting
every minute that the window would open. There was
a crowd waiting Turks, Egyptians, Americans, Greeks, Italians,
French, Negros, Syrians, a Hindoo, and myself the solitary Englishman,
though a servant was waiting for letters for Hamilton &
Macgregor, & another for two other Scotch names. Scotch seem to
be far commoner than English names here, among visitors. By
this time it was far too late to go to Genl Stone, which was
what I had mainly come into Cairo for, & I was very
sorry to miss it. Then walked off to the bridge, but it was so
late no donkey boy would go out here under 3 fr, which I would
not give as a precedent; one living at Gizeh offered to take me
about 2 miles <to> there for 1 ½, then 1 franc, then 6 piastres, then 5, &
at last 4=, ½ franc, which I accepted; & then I walked all across
the flats of the valley, along the avenue: It was about 8 by the time
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I got in, with my feet much blistered. After supper to bed
about 11. I am very glad my proceedings & letters are so
approvable, & with regard to the casing, the blocks now
exposed are not likely to be broken up at present I think
(either those in situ or in rubbish) & I do not think B.M. will
want any as Howard Vyse gave them 3. Next, as the
diggings are long ago finished, I do not need any more
station marks to seize possible opportunities; & I have
every measure required to fix casing in situ, so that
if the Vyse casing stones were smashed or covered over
tonight I could be certain of their place to 1/100 inch,
both top & bottom edge, & joints. Hence I do not care
at all about their being talked about, & I believe
Major Fraser will write of them to C.P.S.; in fact
I rather wish that as many people as possible may
come to see them while I am here to talk over them &
point out their beauty; & I think it highly unlikely
that anything, even published in all the Anglo-Is-papers,
would ever reach officials ears here by those means.

Saturday 5 March

While dosing in the morn, with feet very sore,
Ali knocked & said Mr Mackenzie had come; this was at 10; so
I told him to say I was not up yet, & Mr M. went in side ∆; I got
up, arranged matters for breakfast, & then started out, found
he was just going up; so I picked up diorite &c till he came
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down, & then asked him down to coffee &c. He brought down
Mrs Grant’s lunch with him, but was so satisfied with salmon
& wheat cakes & hot coffee, that his fowl & bread was untouched
& remained for my supper. Being a friend of the Grants’, staying
with them, I felt it my duty to do all I could for him. I
might have done half a days surveying, but my feet were
too sore for active work & I was rather fagged after yesterday;
somehow this cold has taken all the zeal-for-accuracy out of
me, & I feel seconds & hundredths of an inch rather a bore, so I
take it as a sign that I had best not tackle them just yet. I
then went round with Mr M., (who is a very sensible man with
good general knowledge, & a keen sense of mechanics,) to the
tomb over the village which I really have hardly seen yet, & to
Granite temple which he quite appreciated; then to Campbells
Tomb & 2nd ∆ temple, & then to tomb of Cheops’ architect
as Birch says, which I <had> copied <& sent to B.>. While there a 
heavy shower went over, & on coming out Cairo &c was quite invisible
in the rain, with a bright rainbow, & external bow, &
3 reds outside the rainbow, just around the Mokattam hills.
I then shewed him the casing, & then he paid Shekh & men
& w/<d>rove off, apparently highly pleased. By this time it was
5 ½, so I went home & had supper; then wrote down all
that I have perceived of Egyptian mechanics & work, which I was
astonished to find was two fcap. pages of mere notes & examples;
<&> I still have all the insides of all the ∆s, except Gt ∆, to examine.
Then wrote this & to bed abt 11.0.
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Sunday 6 March.

Had a long sleep, for somehow I never seem
to get enough here; & however long a night I may have, I could
always sleep all day besides. After an afternoon breakfast
& some reading, I strolled out about 2 ½. Several fresh
excavations are begun, the authorities being encouraged by
the loot of a tomb nea/<lat>ely here; all in the usual style,
a group of small children carrying a few pounds of earth
each, & dropping it in the first convenient hole, which
may very likely require to be cleared out next. It is
sickening to see the wretched way <even> the authorities even
work in, & the incompetence to form any regular scheme
of work, or to shew the least foresight or superiority to
the style of the most ignorant Arabs. I copied a scrap of
inscription which they had turned up, on a block which the
degraded brick builders had used for a door step; the pillar
with inscription has vanished <apparently>, so it is well I secured a copy
immediately. I then turned into 2nd Pyramid which I have/<d>
never yet seen. It is very poor work, all rough picked
passages & chambers in the rock, stuccoed over; & will
askew[?] compare with Gt ∆. I saw two airchannels
apparently, high up out of reach in the coffin chamber, which are
little mentioned elsewhere[?]<mentioned by Perring although> Vyse 
does not shew them on his
plan. And a red line is still visible drawn by masons
to fix the work, passing down side of hole, & with a rectangle as
if for the hole lower down marked, thus [] just as if they
had intended cutting it lower & changed their minds; I am curious
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to know how fast this air channel hole was, & how it is
cut square deep into the rock; so next windy day I must
take ladder & examine it, Ali knew nothing of them
when I mentioned them to him in evening. <I also found a
lot of bitumen in the pin holes of the coffin, which burns
very odorous & sweet: & the smell of Chephren’s royal
odours stuck to me for an hour.> Then I
wandered down & had a look at the causeway from
the quarries to the Nile, & then at an a deserted Arab
village farther on; then down to near Kafr el Batran
& found much stone excavated from the mud ground,
& dressed for Arab building; it looked to me as if it was
brought from ∆, casing & pavement, in mud in Arab times
& now dug up again; but Ali says Mariette found
buildings, a paved road, & a temple, down in the mud
flats; but with usual supineness nothing was done to
clear them; & it is only when the Arabs have destroyed a
large part that an order comes to stop them, & so their
ravages are the only evid sign of ancient work having
existed there. Then being dark I came back past
Kafr, & home. Found Ali here with a large lot of
rubber stones, &c, from the earth turned over in the
excavations; & a bit of lead which is only 12 grs short of
R Egypto Roman ounce, & has been roughly ground or rasped
down, as if to adjust it. Then had supper, wrote this &
to bed abt 10 ½. I wish I could get to bed by 8 every night, &
be up at 6, it would be worth anything; but alas! for
good intentions.
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Monday 7 Feb <March.>

Mohammed & his friends had a musical evening
last night, which I was obliged to stop at last at 11.0; 3 fearful
reeds screeching Arab monotonous drones for over half an
hour; more of this in some letter. Had a sore throat all night,
& all to day; but as it was a good day for surveying, very little
wind, clear, & not very hot, I had no excuse, & so set to work; but
did not get through very much, only 43 azimuths: I was very anxious
to do this as I had not yet completed the big triangle around the
∆1, & as one point was only a pile of <Gills> stones [] on a poor
foundation & just in the way of visitors & Arabs I have been
quaking about it for some time. Now I have done with
it pretty well, & as/<if> shifted it will not much matter. The error on
whole triangle is -7.”2 ± .8, but uncorrected for level errors; in case
there should be a final error I shall know where to allow it, as
the heavy rain since I did all the other obsns with it, may have sunk
the foundation I fear. The mean differences of sums of all 7 triangles
completed to day is 6.”3, average ± 2.”6, uncorrected yet for levels. The
mean error of an observation to day was 1.”2; but two signals were
bad to observe on, & on the best (which was not very fine,) error was 
.”6 average.
There was an unusual swarm of travellers to day, about 40 Ali said;
& we gave <promised> an old man a piastre <2 ½>, to guard a signal 
in their way; he
actually did not grumble when paid, & ask for more, but then he did not
belong to a ∆ village Ali explained. Looked at various diggings
going on; Maspero is having one of the most ancient wells cleared
out, of which things will be of early Dyn 4th. I shall much like to
measure the tomb chamber when they reach it. Some more of the 
<Roman>
brick builders’ stolen stonework turned up, which I must watch for
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inscriptions. I gave a boy 10 paras (copper) = 1/10 d for shewing me
an inscripn, so I am sure to be told of any others. Another
digging is coming close to the sides of a tomb well, which really seems
to be sunk through the late (Roman) nitrous earth & brick; if so it
must shew <some> tomb wells to be made at a very late date; I watch
it carefully, as a few hours, when it is reached, will probably
see it all pulled to pieces & carried off. After collecting signals,
home to supper. After supper reduced obsns, wrote this & to bed abt
10 ½. Unfortunately a horse died on Saty night, & the utterly
wasteful Arabs instead of burying it, or even skinning it, carried
it out & left it all for the dogs. So they are most riotous,
quarrelsome, & noisy, all last night & tonight, barking
continuously; if this was constant I should have to move
my quarters, but I can just bear the row in ordinary.

Tuesday 8th March

Tempr. up, last night 99°.2, this morn 98°.9; &
throat very hard & stiff all night. Could not do any work to day; so
after breakfast, about 1, I went out & hunted pottery heaps,
making notes & collecting typical specimens; this occupied till
dark. Ali found a piece of diorite building stone along with
basalt paving on E side ∆1 & there is much squared & polished
granite there also; what it all was, only digging will shew. I saw
plain cases of basalt having been sawn, like granite. After supper,
I wrote details of the pottery heaps, & then this; to bed abt 9 ½.

Wednesday 9th March

Temp 99°.2 last night, but at 10 pm instead
of 11. & therefore better. This morn 98°.6 at 10 <½> am which is not 
much wrong. I did not feel up to surveying; so after general looking about
& collecting various, I went to measure the NW socket: Gill.
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uncovered it all, so I could measure it thoroughly which C.P.S. did
not. The NE corner of it is nowhere, a large flaw hole in rock coming
in the way. The outer edges are very rounded & irregular, & never
have been dressed sharp or smooth; one can always detect
a bit of smoothed work however much defaced. I had to project
the corners as some, specially the outer, were much rounded, & never
had been fully cut, outer being 2 ½ ins. radius. The second diagonal
computed from the other, was 174.58, & measured 174.50 so I am
quite accurate enough. C.P.S. excuses not taking diags, because
he could not find other side (only 15 ins beyond where he stopped)
& block of stone <fallen> in socket prevented it; whereas both diags

just go straight under the corners of the block, clearing its
standing bottom by not an inch each way. The socket is. N, 86.7;
S, 86.14; E, 152.5; W, 151.40; NE-SW, 174.5; NW-SE, 174.8;
outer corner 90°15’ 40”, NE 89°31’ 40”, SE 89°44’ 40”, SW 90°28’ 0”,
computed from measures. Then I measured out as an approximation
(± .3?) to edge of rock cutting for pavement (?) which is 588.4
from NE corner of socket; ∆ sockets being about 9125 (by Gill) then
would make square of 10,300 ins which is just double of C.P.S.’s square
of equal area to ∆ ½ section; i.e. [] 4 equal squares above base
tow/<two> of which =[], or two/<four> = [] sectional area; this by 
Gills base would be 10295 or so; which agrees exactly. This is also very
close to 500 cubits of 20.63; if it was all based on a square of
500 cubits of 20.63 it would make ∆ base 9142, & edge of square
586 from edge of ∆. In any case, what was the origination,
this line clearly marks out the edge of the doubled equal-area-square
which is a tolerably certain feature of the plan. Of course I shall
fix two points, one at each end of this rock cutting, in triangulation.
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I then went off & measured part of the crude brick wall of Roman
date, as it is interesting to find out their plan if possible. A
man was brought up by Ali with some little things, & 4 coins
among them, which he said he found in the digging here; they
are therefore interesting as shewing date; 1 Ptolemy one eagle,
2 Ptolemy 2 eagles; 3 Ptolemy queen; 4 Hadrian, Alexandrian. I
took all the lot for 2 francs, including a fine but broken scarabeus,
& two rough bits of little marble work clearly late, prob: Roman; the
scarab most likely came out of a ransacked tomb; & so altogether
this would shew about 20-/<0> AD, which is not unlikely; but the
Hadrian might have dropped down from surface in digging, & the
earth be of late Greek date. Then home to supper; after
which calculated check diagonal of socket, rough plotted brick walls,
& wrote this. To bed about 11 ½.

Thursday 10 March

Temp. 98.5 last night, but up again to
98.7 this morn; & head achy. I think I have got a touch of country
fever, which Baedeckersic {Baedeker} says is frequent after a cold, & I 
cannot shake off the remains of this cold: I suppose I must take to a
dosing of quinine if it goes on. I think with a semi-comic
regret of the delightfully complete apparatus of book &
medicine chest, which was to come in due course of perfection;
but without which I manage to rub on with work pretty
well. Not being up to surveying to day, I went & chipped up
specimens of sawn basalt, to bring home. Then hunted over
excavations in brick buildings, & went on planning them.
This is a rough work, which has no troublesome accuracy in it;
& is only awkward from measuring over irregular heaps,
a section being somewhat thus []
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partly of dusty earth which pours down from the face of an excavation
with a touch, & part of sifted heaps of pot & limestone chips
left by Arabs after removing dust for manure. Just
after sunset I saw a man standing on the west hill, about 2/3
mile off, where I had left a signal out; so off I went & Ali’s son
after me to see about it. I found him a Bedawi, who
was looking after his camels grazing. He had not touched the
signal, & was very pleasant & polite to a few remarks that I made
to him. I brought signal in, & Ali’s son explained matters a little
I believe. Then back & brought sundry pottery &c in. After
supper writing rough to Birch, & business letters to home. Then
wrote this & to bed abt 12 ½.

Friday 11 March

Temp nearly normal last night, & quite
right this morn, but still bothered with a cold. One cannot
sit still in wind & sun, & stoop looking at theodolite all day,
with a stuffy cold in the head; so I was obliged to leave
survey again. It was so roastingly hot that after
measuring thickness of casing stone joints, <&> angles of casing of
a little Pyramid lately exposed, I beat a retreat, & copied
inscriptions in the cool shade of the tombs around mine; &
later looked over other tombs above village. I have now done
nearly all the inscriptions here that are not in Lepsius; but
the two pyramids lately opened full of inscriptions at Sakkara
will be a long pull in that line. After supper, copied inscrips,
wrote fair to Birch, & wrote this. To bed abt 11 ½.
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Saturday 12 March

Being rather clearer in my cold, & having
a somewhat cloudy day, I went on surveying, from the point
I began on five days ago. Got on fairly well, average error of 5 triangles
completed 2”.5 ± 1”.7 ; omitting those formed on one station <all of> 
which are
very discrepant, being about 20” up to 2’ wrong; fortunately it is a sort of
duplicate station, of no use in itself; & is very badly lighted in general,
a dark horizon, & bright sky behind, with the signal t just below horizon.
Some other triangles I have not reckoned as they depend on
combining two days
observations; but & I shall treat them separately in graphic reduction,
to saw/<ve> bother in equ difference of entering. The obsns repeated on 
the big
triangle round ∆, make it +2”.2 ± .8 this time, instead of -7”.2 ± .8;
this is partly due to levels uncorrected, & perhaps to error of verticality 
of
wire signal which I had to use, & could only level by plumb bob; this
however is the only wired station in the triangle, so I can throw the
final errors on it in reduction, & so leave it; with perhaps 2” error
=/<w>hich would be = 1/5 inch. Packed up, collected signals, which I 
had to do
more thoroughly than usual, as an Arab encampment is fixed near
some of the outlying ones: then home & to supper. Reduced obsns,
& wrote this, by & to bed about 11.

Sunday 13 March.

After breakfast, reading & attending to sundry
domestic matters, I strolled out about 2. Looked at points of view
for photos of casing which Sy Hall wants; then on westward, &
found that a signal I left out on a tomb was gone. I went on to
another on the W. hill near & found it safe, so pocketed it. Then
seeing a Bedawi out <on the desert> feeding a flock of camels (32 I 
counted)
I made up to him, found him half negro. I asked him if he had
taken the signal, shewing the one I had got as a sample. He
denied taking it, & insisted that it was on the tomb, & set off
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to shew it, so I went back; he called another, who was
further out in the desert, also; & I was amused to see
how he had to drive back the camels from following them,
for the beasts all began to move on, seeing their masters
going. On reaching the tomb they saw there was no
signal, & one had evidently seen it before, for he
shewed how I put a stone on the top to keep it from being
blown over; & if they had taken it, they wold have produced it
somehow, & asked for bakhshish; their persisting that it
was there, & going to the place to shew it, & their manner, all
convince me they did not take it: though perhaps some
one else in the camp may have done so. I then went round
∆3, & then to temple ∆2; found man & boys at work
there clearing a little more of the earth, & throwing it
just where it must be all moved again, if the whole is
properly cleared out. He produced sundry pieces of
diorite statue, of which I took 3 which had most detail,
paying about ½ d for the lot: I wished to secure them, as though
I shall perhaps give them to Brugsch, if I have anything to
do with him, (as he had/<s> patched up nearly a whole statue from
there) I wished to make certain of their not be lost, to visitors
who would not understand them. Then down to ∆1, & told
Shekh Ibrahim about the signal, he denied any of his
men having touched it, & I hardly think they would; & Ali
found afterwards that no travellers had been that way,
though I threw the blame on some unknown Frangi in
talking over the matter. I now think that probably some
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of the boys about here fon/<u>nd it. Then down to tomb & left
sundry things; & then out again to see what had been done
in the heaps; nothing particular turned up; but of course I
had a handful of pottery as usual. I found the other day
a bit of granite sarcophagus, with part of the drill hole
in it; & Ali is to bri trim it down so as to bring it home:
it is exactly like the traces of drill holes in inside of ∆1 coffer.
Then had supper, wrote this & to bed about 9 ½.

Monday 14 A/<M>arch

Woke at 3, & not getting to sleep by sunrise,
I got up; off by 7 ½ to SW socket; put up signals & took
azimuths; then transferred centre of theod. by 5 in, theod. at
right angles, error of centering by plumb bob on high stand was .16.
Then finished by noon, so shifting things over to the shade/<ow> of
one of the small pyramids I got some biscuits & lemonade, &
sent Ali off to dinner; then finding it rather too cool to sit
still in shade (as there was a cool wind, though the sun was roasting)
I lay down & had a snap-nap with my head between two stones
of the pyramid, & my body out in the sun. Ali’s son came up
to see that all was right; the youth is holidaying now from his
Koranical studies, as Tanta fair is approaching, & has/<e> has been
about for some days. He is a very quiet polite fellow
about 20, but unluckily does not know a word of English, nor
even the European numerals. Then about 2 I set up theod over
SE socket, within .11 by plumb bob; observed thence, & fe
transferred centre by <small> theod. Then up to station on heap on E. 
face & did azimuths thence, but not very completely as it got dark.
The <mean> errors of all triangles yet completed (29) is 5”.2 ± 2”.3, yet
uncorrected for collination, & transitional axes errors: & this is on
6 azimuths for each triangle of course. After supper reduced obsns, wrote
this & to bed abt 10 ½. Going to Cairo tomorrow; I may very likely not 
be able to
              post again for 10 days or so.

Cairo XIII.
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Monday 15 March.

To Cairo. Saw Mr Loftie, & Dr Wiedemann.
Then to Dr Grants in aftn. Did some d shopping, getting a
stock of chocolate & jam, candles &c. Then to Genl Stone, &
had a pleasant talk with him. Walked home, the donkey
being laden with things too much to carry me also.

Wednesday 16 March.

Took azimuths from two stations with
the 10 inch theod.

Thursday 17 March.

Ali did not appear till I had carried half
the things out, & waited a long time; & then he was sulky at
being found fault with, & would not shade the instrument
properly, & left me to bake in the sun abt this time; continually
obliged to look up several times in each observation to see
that the level was shaded. Having done one station; I went
over to a small ∆ on the top of which I had a station, I carried
one box up, & Ali slowly followed; I insisted on his holding
it by the strap when on his shoulder, on which he flared
up; however I insisted on it, for I expected to see it go flying in
the lurches of his climbing. Altogether a tiring & worrying day.

Friday 18 March.

Finished planning the brick walls of
Ptolemaic date. While looking over pottery by ∆3 an Arab
called me, & I found Dr Grant had come over. So I met him
by ∆2, shewed him several things, talked over the Azimuth
trenches & then by dark to tomb for supper. Then out
& took ladders into ∆, & after a good deal of cross purpose
through unmechanical ideas of Ali’s, we got the ladders
put up at the top of the G.G. to go to the chambers of construction.
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I went first & Dr G. followed. We went into each <of the> chamber,/<s,>
I measuring them, & noting all the peculiarities in the way of drawn
lines. There are both broad red (¼ to ½ inch) & narrow black
lines used; the black mainly for better definition on particular
spots <points> of the red line. There is a vertical line on the middle of
the sides of every block, & also lines at the 103 <5 x C.C. Cubit,> ins 
from that. C.C.
over K. Ch N. & S. walls; & in many cases a line at 82 ins, i.e. at
4 cubits as well as at 5.

The end walls are quite independent of the floors & sides; it is <they are>
limestone while the <sides> are granite, & it has sunk
<at both ends> 3 inches, since
it was built: how this is possible I cannot imagine, but the
plastering shews it clearly thus []
            plaster, formerly in contact
                          with roof.

The two top chambers are limestone all round; i.e. 4th is lime sides
& ends, sides much cracked up & flaked by pressure; & top is
limestone sides, ends, & roof. The ends of the top are very
rough, merely ordinary core masonry, many inches in & out;
& in all chambers ed ends are very irregular.

I noted also the large footholes cut for supporting timbers in left
chamber flooring of granite, for building on roof []
but all these timbers must have been
hooked out before the last stone was put on, as there was no
entrance left into the chamber. The roof stones [] have
forced each other apart, so as to leave a gap [] of 1 to 1 ½ inch,
& as fas as I observed in every chamber the granite floor-roof
is cracked across or the beams dragged somewhat out of the
wall along the S side, the effect I imagine of an earthquake
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shaking & twisting, with the slope stones wedging the sides apart all
the time. I should expect from what I afterwards saw in ∆3

that there may be a flat roof chamber over this slope, still
unfound []. I copied some of the hieroglyphics, but most
of them seem to be more or less damaged repetitions of one formula;
I must go over them all some day. I also noted & measured
all the bosses, 3 in 2nd chamber & 1 in the 3rd, all on granite;
& also there are undercut holes [] in lower edges of
some blocks for lifting by. On many stones granite floor
stones there are grooves running across the top, which much
puzzled us; till I saw that they were joined together by a sinking
all along the edge [], & then it was plain that
they were used in cutting the granite blocks, a groove being
worked along the cleavage required, & then holes drilled in
the granite to determine the plane of cleavage in the
proper direction: a most thorough going way of splitting up
stone. It is not at all easy to get from one chamber to another
as Vyse’s hole is very wide in parts, & without any foot holes;
in one place it is an inverted funnel, so that getting up
looks impossible [] , & a former guide of Dr G’s refused
(section thus)     to go any farther; alledging that
     he had a family at home: Ali however
scrambled up, & held rope ladder, for me; then both held it for
the Dr. Vyse also worked all in one vertical line from 2nd chamber
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upward, so that a slip at the top means a drop of 30 ft; the hole into
top chamber is very small, & without any point d’appui, thus,
[]          so that it is awkward, & when Dr G’s head &
         arms appeared, we hauled hard at him; but
         it was a wire-drawing sort of operation.
I observed that the object of making the G.G. roof stones all a-tilt
is that each may hitch in a cut on the top of the wall, thus []
so as not to transmit pressure of all of them to
the bottom. I also saw afterwards a similar arrangement
of passage roof in one of the Dashur ∆s. The S. top of
G.G. is 41.3 & 41.35 wide, thus equalling the width between
ramps. I measured the groove on the 3rd overlapping: it
is very roughly cut like the chopping out of the short
grooves across the inlaid pieces over each ramphole. Its
upper side often (perhaps always, I forgot) slopes off upward, 
where well defined it is 6.0 & 5.9 wide, & about .6? deep.
I came down first, & then Dr G. who nearly came to grief;
for the Arabs let the feet of the ladder go askew, thus
throwing it to one side, & Dr G. being heavier than I am bent
it more, & not staying himself by the side walls to keep it
straight it actually drew out of the joint on one side, &
only held together by the other: happily he had taken the
precaution to hold the rope ladder which we also had hanging
by it, & thus avoided a spill of some 20 ft on the top of
me & the Arabs, which would perhaps have sent the whole


